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Sometimes in the excitement and focus of major life events like missions and marriage, the temple

experience becomes secondary. Your personal temple endowment can and should be a deeply

meaningful experience. Ã‚Â Careful preparation will help you understand the promises, ordinances,

and blessings involved.Using entertaining stories and insightful teachings from the scriptures, this

book helps teens and young adults replace their fears and questions about the temple with the faith

and confidence necessary to make and keep eternal covenants and to experience all the blessings

of temple worship.
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"I wish, I wish, I wish-I had this book at that time [before I was endowed]. This book is easy to read,

and relate-able to young women as well as young men." - The ExponentPreparing For Your

Endowment breaks everything down to help you understand, prepare, and get excited to go to the

temple. It will help you get the most out of your time in the Lord&apos;s house. - Al Carraway,

author of More than the Tattooed Mormon

Preparing For Your EndowmentÃ‚Â breaks everything down to help you understand, prepare, and

get excited to go to the temple. It will help you get the most out of your time in the Lord&apos;s

house. - Al Carraway, author of More than the Tattooed Mormon



Great book with interesting perspective and insights I had never thought of before. So much to

learn!

very helpful and insightful.

This is a book that I wish I would've had years ago. I love how each chapter is broken down in a

way that makes the topics relatable, as well as easy to visual and understand. My mind was opened

to a few new concepts that I hadn't considered before, and I have the desire to learn more for

myself through personal experience.Each chapter takes a topic at a time. There's a "homework"

section at the end of each chapter that gives the reader some additional, personal ideas for study

and contemplation to make this experience right for each person. I like that because I think this is

something personal and by allowing for that reflection, it truly becomes such.I believe that different

things stand out to me at different times in my life, depending on my circumstances at the time, and

there were some really profound ideas that jumped out at me. I really am eager to study this out

some more and to see what happens.This is a great resource for someone who is preparing to go to

the temple for the first time, as well as for those who have already been. Like I said, even I learned

a few things.*I received a complimentary copy from the author, which in no way affected my review.

All thoughts and opinions are my own.*

Cory Jensen's books ("Understanding Your Endowment" and "Preparing For Your Endowment")

and are among the most open and comprehensive temple preparation books I have read, but the

sacred was still kept sacred. I was suprised to learn that the temple prep manual allows teachers to

list the endowment covenants on the board-- I've never seen a teacher do so, and one would think it

an essential Yours are among the most open and comprehensive temple preparation books I have

read, but the sacred was still kept sacred. I was suprised to learn that the temple prep manual

allows teachers to list the endowment covenants on the board-- I've never seen a teacher do so,

and one would think it an essential aspect of preparing to attend the temple.I also appreciated how

the books tied the temple endowment to the scriptures and the gospel as a whole. It can be so easy

to isolate the endowment as a higher law or higher learning when the doctrines of the endowment

are the basic foundation of the gospel: faith, repentance, ordinances and covenants, and enduring

(and improving) to the end.I also appreciated how Brother Jensen tied the temple endowment to the

scriptures and the gospel as a whole. It can be so easy to isolate the endowment as a higher law or

higher learning when the doctrines of the endowment are the basic foundation of the gospel: faith,



repentance, ordinances and covenants, and enduring (and improving) to the end.I highly

recommend both of Brother Jensen's books!

Every person who is preparing to receive their endowment or even those who have already

received it, NEEDS to read this book. It calmed my fears about the temple and it helped me to focus

on what was important. My first temple experience was a beautiful, happy, wonderful occasion

because of the truths I learned in this book.

This book brings clarity, insight, and reverent simplicity to a sometimes complicated topic and

experience. I would recommend everyone read this book whether you are anticipating going

through the temple for the first time or have been attending on a regular basis for years. Also, an

extremely helpful text if you are teaching a class on the temple. Wonderful quotes, as well.

I read Cory's first book (Understanding Your Endowment) and thought it was amazing. When we

heard about this new book, we bought multiple copies so that our family could read it together. This

has been a wonderful blessing since we have twin sons that will be receiving their Temple

Endowments in a few months. Both of Cory's books are wonderful and very worth reading.

I love this book it has helped me over come so much in my life
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